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*Title adapted from « Pas de bras, pas de chocolat » (French) or « Keine Arme, keine Kekse » (German). Could also be said: « Jos et koskaan ilmaise omaa mielipidettäsi, ei sinua koskaan tulla kuuntelemaan ».

Key ingredients:
➢ co-operation
➢ co-ordination
➢ co-creation

Example of possible steps between the 
design of a theory and the writing of a 
paper. Although software is often 
disregarded in the published work, it 
constitutes the ubiquitous aspect 
linking new ideas to their actual 
applications.

The ETSF Test Farm: constantly improving software quality

Systematic and automatic testing of new developments

Architectures: Intel Xeon and Itanium 2, AMD Opteron, IBM PowerPC
Operating systems: Linux (CentOS, Debian, SuSE), Mac OS X
Compilers: G95, GCC, IBM, Intel, Open64, PathScale, PGI, Sun
Running modes: serial, multi-threaded, MPI (MPICH, OpenMPI)
Hybrid computers with GPUs: nVidia Cuda, OpenCL

Check and monitor:
➢ reliability
➢ portability
➢ accuracy
➢ performance

More information and access: http://etsf.eu/resources/infrastructure

A bottom-up 
organization

LibXC: stop reinventing the wheel

availability common 
compatibility confidence 

consensus documentation 

evolutivity flexibility free 

friendly 

interoperability mutual 

openness portability 
promoting quality respect 
reuse scaling standards 

testing training

Official procedures are defined 
only when the responsibility of 
the ETSF is involved.

LibXC = exchange-correlation library of the ETSF

LibXC is:
➢ comprehensive: LDA, GGA, mGGA, hybrids (> 100 functionals)
➢ portable (C implementation with Fortran bindings)
➢ easy to use
➢ well-designed and well-tested

Why should I use LibXC?
➢ All DFT codes require exchange-correlation functionals
➢ Reimplementing them = waste of time, error-prone
➢ One stupid error in sign ⇒ all results spoilt (sometimes undetectable)

➢ Ex: comparison between LibXC and the native Abinit XC
   ⇒ bug in the spin-polarized Wu-Cohen functional in Abinit

From theory to 
publication

From theory to 
publication

Software in the ETSF: structure and activities

ETSF_IO: data available anywhere
ETSF_IO = platform-independent data-exchange library

ETSF_IO is:
➢ designed precisely for electronic-structure calculations
➢ portable (Fortran 95 only, based on NetCDF)
➢ Evolutive (fast and easy addition of new data types)
➢ supported by visualization software (V_Sim, VESTA)
➢ well-documented, with comprehensive tutorials
➢ easy to integrate in an existing code

ETSF_IO can currently store crystallographic data, densities, potentials, 
wavefunctions, dielectric matrices, electron-phonon coupling.

More info on ETSF libraries: 
http://etsf;eu/resources/software/libraries_and_tools

4 freedoms:
➢ study
➢ copy
➢ modify
➢ distribute

Example 1: Zircon & Hafnon
Shaltaf et al., doi:10.1103/PhysRevB.79.195101

Palummo et al., doi:10.1063/1.3204938

Example 2: Porphyrins

Behind the results:
➢ PwSCF: ground-state
➢ Yambo: GW, BSE
➢ XCrysDen: excitonic functions
➢ many joint efforts

Behind the results:
➢ collaboration involving 15 developers over several years
➢ Abinit: ground-state, GW, integration, maintenance
➢ Wannier90: Maximally-Localized Wannier Functions
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